post_date

First Name

10/26/2016 12:19 Sarah

10/26/2016 12:20 Simon

10/26/2016 12:26

Zip Code

Question

Response

Encourage diversity in hiring
practices at cultural institutions
Imagine you have control of New including opening doors to people
York City’s entire arts and culture who are new to the city. The
budget.<br />What program or
cultural workforce is very closed
7304 project would YOU fund?
off to newcomers.
The program that resources all
kinds of artists to work long term
- 1 to 3 years with resident
communities in NYCHA projects
Imagine you have control of New and low cost housing
York City’s entire arts and culture developments. Ideally projects
budget.<br />What program or
where artists get subsidized rent
10455 project would YOU fund?
to live within those communities.
Help organizations of color--let's
invest in these groups, their
stories, their visions, their
cultures. How to do it? Sell CIGs
Imagine you have control of New their buildings and start to get
York City’s entire arts and culture DCLA out of facility management
budget.<br />What program or
business. Reallocate portion of
project would YOU fund?
those GOS to effort.

10/26/2016 12:27 Benjamin

I would fund Public Works, the
program from the Public Theater.
I have been part of it since the
Imagine you have control of New beginning and in my whole career
York City’s entire arts and culture in the arts and elsewhere I have
budget.<br />What program or
never experienced such an
11231 project would YOU fund?
amazing program.

10/26/2016 12:28 Volker

Every dollar spent in the arts
returns five fold into the
economy, outside of untangeable
results such as a peaceful and
Imagine you have control of New positive environments and
York City’s entire arts and culture empowerment for communities,
budget.<br />What program or
it is economical wise to invest in
11226 project would YOU fund?
the arts.

10/26/2016 12:28

10/26/2016 12:28 Yazmin

Imagine you have control of New
York City’s entire arts and culture I would distribute the funds
budget.<br />What program or
equitably across the 5 boroughs
project would YOU fund?
and across cultural groups
I would give funds to El Puente,
University Settlement, the
Mayday Space and CADRE.Also, I
would give funding to schools for
Imagine you have control of New art programs, like my daughter's
York City’s entire arts and culture school, PS 86 in BK. Furthermore,
budget.<br />What program or
I would create a Saturday Cultural
11221 project would YOU fund?
School in each boro!

10/26/2016 12:29 Sarah

Traveling around the city is
difficult for low-income and
under-served people. Make arts
Imagine you have control of New and culture activities more
York City’s entire arts and culture accessible by expanding
budget.<br />What program or
transportation assistance for low7304 project would YOU fund?
income families.

10/26/2016 12:34 Sarah

Imagine you have control of New
York City’s entire arts and culture Outreach programs for lowbudget.<br />What program or
income, underserved
7304 project would YOU fund?
communities (Museums for All)

10/26/2016 18:03 Manon

10/26/2016 18:03

10/26/2016 18:04 CJ

No Longer Empty because it
serves all boroughs through site
Imagine you have control of New responsive exhibitions and
York City’s entire arts and culture educational programming that
budget.<br />What program or
celebrate local narratives and
10155 project would YOU fund?
culture
I would include schools like Bronx
Charter School for the Arts in
funding since they bring arts
programming to kids in Hunts
Imagine you have control of New Point. I wonder what other nonYork City’s entire arts and culture traditional organizations are
budget.<br />What program or
bringing the arts to underserved
project would YOU fund?
communities.
Imagine you have control of New
York City’s entire arts and culture I would create a small world-class
budget.<br />What program or
"regional" museum to nurture
10010 project would YOU fund?
artists BORN

11/1/2016 17:02 melissa

11/1/2016 17:03

I'd fund an empowerment
program to provide artists the
resources to start their own
spaces (new galleries, theaters,
Imagine you have control of New studio spaces) particularly in the
York City’s entire arts and culture outer boroughs. The need for
budget.<br />What program or
sustainable spaces led by artists is
10306 project would YOU fund?
critical.
Imagine you have control of New
York City’s entire arts and culture
budget.<br />What program or
project would YOU fund?

I would require all organizations
applying for grants to collaborate
with at least one other
organization sharing resources,
space, staff, etc.

11/1/2016 17:03 Jonathan

An invitational performing arts
festival, importing performance
Imagine you have control of New and art from all nations
York City’s entire arts and culture represented in NYC. Exhibit
budget.<br />What program or
diversity by showing where it
11103 project would YOU fund?
comes from

11/1/2016 17:06

Imagine you have control of New
York City’s entire arts and culture
budget.<br />What program or
10462 project would YOU fund?

11/1/2016 17:08 Penn

I'd support original theatre
projects, which employ a wide
Imagine you have control of New variety of artists from different
York City’s entire arts and culture disciplines: writers, performers,
budget.<br />What program or
musicians, visual artists, and
10025 project would YOU fund?
craftspeople.

11/1/2016 17:08 Stephen

Programs that give access to lowincome and under-served NYC
residents (across the 5 boroughs)
Imagine you have control of New to the work professional living
York City’s entire arts and culture New York based artists (theatre,
budget.<br />What program or
dance, fine art, music, poetry,
10038 project would YOU fund?
spoken word, etc.)

I would fund only those
organizations using city funding
for middle class, union, or living
wage jobs.

11/1/2016 17:10 DJ

Build on the idNYC initiative by
using the database analysis to
identify areas in which
Imagine you have control of New memberships have not kept pace
York City’s entire arts and culture and introduce early fall late spring
budget.<br />What program or
events in parks, and places such
11215 project would YOU fund?
as Woodlawn

11/1/2016 17:10 Sarah

Imagine you have control of New
York City’s entire arts and culture
budget.<br />What program or
11231 project would YOU fund?

I'd fund entities like Spaceworks
to rent affordable space to artists
in private spaces, not just cityowned buildings.

Imagine you have control of New
York City’s entire arts and culture
budget.<br />What program or
project would YOU fund?

I would put a good portion of the
funding into the hands of artist
collaboratives with the intent of
bringing public visual art to every
neighborhood.

11/1/2016 17:10

11/1/2016 17:10 Alison

Imagine you have control of New
York City’s entire arts and culture I would fund artists to collaborate
budget.<br />What program or
with NYCHA community centers
10002 project would YOU fund?
and Tenant Associations.

11/1/2016 17:11

An effort to build up arts groups
of color and share their work with
Imagine you have control of New more New Yorkers. Lead the way
York City’s entire arts and culture on artist housing and workspace
budget.<br />What program or
to keep the City affordable for
10033 project would YOU fund?
artists, so they will stay here.

11/1/2016 17:11 Carlos

I'd fund all the programs of
Brazilian Council on Samba. It's
Imagine you have control of New bringing the BR Carnival to Bk and
York City’s entire arts and culture creating tons of jobs.
budget.<br />What program or
braziliancouncilonsamba@gmail.
11219 project would YOU fund?
com

11/1/2016 17:11 Ni

Imagine you have control of New
York City’s entire arts and culture
budget.<br />What program or
project would YOU fund?

Epic Theatre Ensemble work with
minority high school students,
and their work with women from
the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) regions.

Support cultural institutions that
increase (and care for) community
green space and employ large
percentage of unionized workers.

11/1/2016 17:11

Imagine you have control of New
York City’s entire arts and culture
budget.<br />What program or
11221 project would YOU fund?

11/1/2016 17:11 Elsbeth

Give more to help the
organizations that have been
welcoming tens of thousands of
new members through IDNYC, so
that we can continue to expand
Imagine you have control of New free access to our organizations!
York City’s entire arts and culture Its been great to have so many
budget.<br />What program or
new faces but it has been a strain
11225 project would YOU fund?
too!

11/1/2016 17:11 Mary

I think access to STEM education
is one of the most important
things that we can provide for our
Imagine you have control of New children. I would support more
York City’s entire arts and culture museums, zoos, and gardens that
budget.<br />What program or
are providing free STEM programs
11225 project would YOU fund?
for children.
MORE ARTS IN EDUCATION!! I'd
also like to see programs and
events that unite cultural
organizations who may benefit
from pooling resources.

11/1/2016 17:12

Imagine you have control of New
York City’s entire arts and culture
budget.<br />What program or
project would YOU fund?

11/1/2016 17:16

<a href="https://twitter.
com/@NYCulture" target="
_blank">@NYCulture</a> Any
event @ Diversity Plaza 11372.
Multi-lingual, free, &amp;
available where people live. 1.7
mil NYers not fluent in Eng. <a
Imagine you have control of New href="https://twitter.
York City’s entire arts and culture com/hashtag/CreateNYC?
budget.<br />What program or
src=hash" target="_blank"
project would YOU fund?
>#CreateNYC</a>

11/1/2016 17:16 Kayhan

A citywide arts engagement
program to develop the cultural
Imagine you have control of New riches that lie with the 1.7 million
York City’s entire arts and culture NYC residents who are not English
budget.<br />What program or
proficient. Creativity comes in
11372 project would YOU fund?
many languages.

11/1/2016 17:17

Imagine you have control of New
York City’s entire arts and culture
budget.<br />What program or
project would YOU fund?

Fund small, local organizations
working grass-roots initiatives to
empower minorities and families
of our community.

11/1/2016 17:18

First, we're obligated to preserve
our national treasures (The
Metropolitan, MoMA, Lincoln
Imagine you have control of New Center, etc.) but also, we should
York City’s entire arts and culture support institutions that embrace
budget.<br />What program or
our various immigrant heritages'
project would YOU fund?
cultures

11/1/2016 17:18 Sari

Imagine you have control of New
York City’s entire arts and culture
budget.<br />What program or
11213 project would YOU fund?

Free or very inexpensive working
space for artists, in dance
(rehearsal studios), visual arts etc.
Very important!

11/1/2016 17:18 Evelyn

EDUCATION, EDUCATION,
EDUCATION,EDUCATION,
Imagine you have control of New EDUCATION,EDUCATION,
York City’s entire arts and culture EDUCATION,EDUCATION,
budget.<br />What program or
EDUCATION and after school
10301 project would YOU fund?
programs

11/1/2016 17:18 Jean Ann

Imagine you have control of New
York City’s entire arts and culture
budget.<br />What program or
I would help small, independent
10019 project would YOU fund?
performance spaces operate.

11/1/2016 17:18 silvia

TO CREATE A SATURDAY FREE
CLASS FOR ALL KIDS STARTING
AGE 3 AND UPART AND CRAFTREADING BOOKS MATH AND
LANGUAGETHERE IS NO SUCH
Imagine you have control of New FREE CLASS ON SATURDAY , I
York City’s entire arts and culture HAVE 3 KIDS AND IS VERY HARD
budget.<br />What program or
FOR ME TO PAY FOR ALL THOSE
10040 project would YOU fund?
CLASS

11/1/2016 17:19

11211

Culture as tool to bridge
difference: immigration, refugees,
&amp; islamophobia. Build
bridges NOT division #11211

11/1/2016 17:19 Martina

Imagine you have control of New
York City’s entire arts and culture
budget.<br />What program or
11109 project would YOU fund?

More accessible programs of NYC
history in wide contexts and
channels, including immigration,
waterfront and harbor, slaves and
native Americans.

11/1/2016 17:19

I would de-fund the museum of
natural history's expansion plan
Imagine you have control of New which would reinforce the
York City’s entire arts and culture inequality of cultural resources
budget.<br />What program or
between Manhattan and the
project would YOU fund?
other boroughs.

11/1/2016 17:19 Caryn

Imagine you have control of New
York City’s entire arts and culture
budget.<br />What program or
I would fund arts programs in
11510 project would YOU fund?
healthcare settings.

11/1/2016 17:21 David

Imagine you have control of New
York City’s entire arts and culture
budget.<br />What program or
10016 project would YOU fund?

11/1/2016 17:53

11/1/2016 18:28 Sergio

I would set up a residency
network in all 5 boroughs for
NYC's performing artists so they
could develop and create new
work right here.

What moved me physically? Well
George Clinton &amp;
Parliament/Funkadelics At BB
King Club! <a href="https:
//twitter.
com/hashtag/CreateNYC?
src=hash" target="_blank"
>#CreateNYC</a> <a href="https:
//twitter.com/@NYCulture"
target="_blank">@NYCulture</a>
What arts or cultural events have Oh fo… <a href="https://t.
you been to that moved you?
co/jgY0vmhDPm" target="_blank"
Why?
>https://t.co/jgY0vmhDPm</a>
Imagine you have control of New
York City’s entire arts and culture Allow usage of school auditoriums
budget.<br />What program or
by small theater companies in
10040 project would YOU fund?
under-served communities

11/1/2016 18:33

11/2/2016 11:31 Nubia

Even orchids moved me <a href="
https://twitter.com/@NYBG"
target="_blank">@NYBG</a> in
the Bronx. <a href="https:
//twitter.com/@NYCulture"
target="_blank">@NYCulture</a>
<a href="https://twitter.
com/hashtag/CreateNYC?
src=hash" target="_blank"
>#CreateNYC</a> <a href="https:
What arts or cultural events have //t.co/qzLMB50xh6" target="
you been to that moved you?
_blank">https://t.
Why?
co/qzLMB50xh6</a>
Definitively the ethnic fair where
products of the many cultures
that coexist inNew York can be
offered. It is like grabbing a piece
of a foreing culture , like traveling
What arts or cultural events have for some minutes into different
you been to that moved you?
parts of this world without the
11356 Why?
need of travel.

11/3/2016 7:37 james

What arts or cultural events have
you been to that moved you?
the ones where the artists and
11385 Why?
support staff were fairly paid.

11/4/2016 8:54 Monxo

Young Lords in New York (2015)
filled in a gap about how the
What arts or cultural events have mainstream story of civil rights
you been to that moved you?
gets told and the vital role activist
10009 Why?
art played in it.

11/4/2016 11:18 Monica

What arts or cultural events have
you been to that moved you?
LUMEN Festival on Staten
10301 Why?
Island!!!

11/4/2016 14:06 Nahshon

On October 26th, I attended
Gracie Mansion Book Club at
Mott Haven Library. I enjoyed
Author Yelena Akhtiorskaya,
discuss her life and struggle of
immigrating from Russia. As a
What arts or cultural events have NYSCA panelist, I was delighted to
you been to that moved you?
meet First Lady and Mr.
10460 Why?
Finkelpearl.

11/4/2016 15:22 Holly

What arts or cultural events have
you been to that moved you?
King SOLOMON HICKS ~
10025 Why?
Jazz/Blues guitarist, singer

11/4/2016 15:46 Penn

If you've got a big play in a little
theatre, I'll be there. There's
What arts or cultural events have nothing like a powerful story so
you been to that moved you?
close you can reach out and touch
10025 Why?
it.

11/6/2016 2:04 ANAHY

What arts or cultural events have "La Guaracheras" 91st Bday @ the
you been to that moved you?
Atrium, b/c her spirit still moves
11101 Why?
us.

11/6/2016 15:55 Diane

Bringing Dancewave's dance
residency to the autistic students
at AHRC high school in Brooklyn
What arts or cultural events have and seeing a kid, who has never
you been to that moved you?
smiled once at the school, break
11217 Why?
into a huge grin as he danced!

11/7/2016 13:16 melissa

Merce Cunningham memorial at
the Park Avenue Armory, Trisha
What arts or cultural events have Brown at BAM, going to the IFC or
you been to that moved you?
BAM Cinema to see independent
10306 Why?
films.

11/7/2016 13:16 melissa

Merce Cunningham memorial at
the Park Avenue Armory, Trisha
What arts or cultural events have Brown at BAM, going to the IFC or
you been to that moved you?
BAM Cinema to see independent
10306 Why?
films.

11/8/2016 11:10 nati

La Isla Bonita at Faber Park in
Staten Island. This grassroots
What arts or cultural events have event is providing a space in a
you been to that moved you?
forgotten place where local and
1060 Why?
global culture is so needed!

11/8/2016 16:56 Alice

What arts or cultural events have the dance parade! Every year!FAB
you been to that moved you?
Salons, Bill T Jones "Dora"Joes
10003 Why?
Pub etc.

11/9/2016 17:23 Claudia

How do you find out about arts
and cultural events, exhibits,
11372 performances, workshops, etc.?

Ive found information online in
Time New York, Queens Museum,
invitation from the
councilmembers via e-mails,
facebook events .

11/10/2016 5:32 Britta

How do you find out about arts
and cultural events, exhibits,
10036 performances, workshops, etc.?

Very Randomly, through friends,
the New Yorker, WNYC, posters
and signs, flyers in the mail.

11/10/2016 8:15 miriam

How do you find out about arts
and cultural events, exhibits,
11368 performances, workshops, etc.?

email

11/10/2016 8:15 miriam

How do you find out about arts
and cultural events, exhibits,
11368 performances, workshops, etc.?

email

11/10/2016 9:34 Jenny

How do you find out about arts
and cultural events, exhibits,
10301 performances, workshops, etc.?

Social media, local news websites
such as silive.com.

How do you find out about arts
and cultural events, exhibits,
10038 performances, workshops, etc.?

50% via social media platforms
(Facebook, Instagram, Twitter),
and 50% via online newspapers
and blogs such as NYTimes and
Hyperallergic.

11/10/2016 11:17 Martina

How do you find out about arts
and cultural events, exhibits,
10038 performances, workshops, etc.?

50% via social media platforms
(Facebook, Instagram, Twitter),
and 50% via online newspapers
and blogs such as NYTimes and
Hyperallergic.

11/10/2016 15:04 Mei

How do you find out about arts
and cultural events, exhibits,
10003 performances, workshops, etc.?

facebook

11/10/2016 15:04 Mei

How do you find out about arts
and cultural events, exhibits,
10003 performances, workshops, etc.?

facebook

11/10/2016 17:08 ANAHY

How do you find out about arts
and cultural events, exhibits,
11101 performances, workshops, etc.?

eLists, Subway, friends,
subscriptions

11/10/2016 17:09 Xiomara

How do you find out about arts
and cultural events, exhibits,
11368 performances, workshops, etc.?

Through Council member Julissa
Ferreras office and New York
Senator Jose Peraltas office and
emails.

11/10/2016 11:17 Martina

How do you find out about arts
and cultural events, exhibits,
performances, workshops, etc.?

Word of mouth and Facebook <a
href="https://twitter.
com/@NYCulture" target="
_blank">@NYCulture</a> <a
href="https://twitter.
com/hashtag/CreateNYC?
src=hash" target="_blank"
>#CreateNYC</a> 10002

How do you find out about arts
and cultural events, exhibits,
11377 performances, workshops, etc.?

By following museums and other
cultural institutions and projects
on Facebook and instagram.

11/13/2016 13:41 Linda

How do you find out about arts
and cultural events, exhibits,
10031 performances, workshops, etc.?

I have signed up to receive eblasts from several sources. I also
keep abreast of arts and cultural
activities through Facebook.

11/14/2016 11:35 Brittany

How do you find out about arts
and cultural events, exhibits,
11412 performances, workshops, etc.?

A dear friend! :-)

What is your dream for arts and
11215 culture in NYC?

That Art and Cultural are deemed
vital in all city planning. Ex. All
new construction/zoning should
be judged for “cultural impact” of
the local communities before they
can seek approval by the
Department of City Planning.

What is your dream for arts and
10306 culture in NYC?

To see a thriving mix of
performance and art spaces, with
arts of as many genres and
backgrounds as possible, sharing
their work with an engaged
public. To see funding increase for
artists and organizations across
the five boroughs.

What is your dream for arts and
10303 culture in NYC?

for all residents to be within
walking distance of quality
cultural experiences, and for all to
wish to be able to create.

11/10/2016 21:28

11/11/2016 9:54 Katherine

11/14/2016 14:18 Andrew

11/15/2016 14:16 melissa

11/15/2016 14:16 Kirstin

11/15/2016 18:56 Debby

11/16/2016 10:33 Diane

11/16/2016 15:04 Kaitlyn

11/17/2016 17:33 Rex

11/20/2016 15:26 Sergio

11/20/2016 15:28 Sergio

What is your dream for arts and
10021 culture in NYC?

Mark or somehow celebrate NYC
streets or neighborhoods
celebrated in hip hop songs.eg
Glendale Boulevard (Beastie Boys)
or Linden Boulevard (Tribe Called
Quest)

What is your dream for arts and
7040 culture in NYC?

That the artists who live here,
who devote their lives to creating
the vibrant cultural scene that we
all love so dearly, would be paid a
Fair Wage, one that allows them
to live in this city with dignity.
Please help, NYC, your artists are
starving.

What is your dream for arts and
10305 culture in NYC?

That schools acknowledge that
arts programs are essential to
expose students to. That more art
is incorporated into the transit
system, that existing programs in
each borough are well advertised
to communities.

What is your dream for arts and
10458 culture in NYC?

- more organized events in Public
Spaces- inclusive and easier
policies to get Grants for
individual or group of Artists not
501c3 registered

What is your dream for arts and
10040 culture in NYC?

Every child would have access to
quality art instruction and venture
outside the confines of their
classroom to be exposed to
museums, theater and other
cultural events. Culture is not a
luxury...

What is your dream for arts and
10040 culture in NYC?

Every child would have access to
quality art instruction and venture
outside the confines of their
classroom to be exposed to
museums, theater and other
cultural events. Culture is not a
luxury...

What is your dream for arts and
11201 culture in NYC?

I think that both city and private
organizations provide wonderfully
for the arts and culture in NYC
and while there is scattered
support for this in the NYC public
schools, there needs to be more,
including more use of trained
professionals.

What is your dream for arts and
11205 culture in NYC?

That all communities, regardless
of socio-economic background,
cultural identity, nationality,
religion, but because of same
(diversity), have easy access to art
and artists, and are invited to
share from their individual and
diverse perspectives.

11/22/2016 12:05 Shannon

What is your dream for arts and
11215 culture in NYC?

My dream for NYC is to make arts
and culture a priority, with an
emphasis on the importance of
Green Culture (parks, botanic
gardens, community gardens). We
need to keep our city green and
full of art.

11/22/2016 13:39 Phyllis A

What is your dream for arts and
11218 culture in NYC?

That all kids growing up in NYC
can take full advantage of its
cultural riches.

11/22/2016 8:56 Judith

11/22/2016 11:32 Ramona

11/22/2016 15:21

In <a href="https://twitter.
com/hashtag/JamaicaNY?
src=hash" target="_blank"
>#JamaicaNY</a> I'd love to see a
well funded public art program
incl. well designed outdoor
seating &amp; plazas. <a href="
https://twitter.
com/hashtag/CreateNYC?
src=hash" target="_blank"
>#CreateNYC</a> <a href="https:
//twitter.com/@NYCulture"
target="_blank">@NYCulture</a>

11/22/2016 16:13 lauren

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
11215 public spaces?

Green Walls/Living Walls,
Sculptures, Dance and Music!

11/22/2016 16:14 lauren

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
11215 public spaces?

Green Walls/Living Walls,
Sculptures, Dance and Music!

11/22/2016 18:32 Stephen

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
10026 public spaces?

Classical Theatre - for free!

11/23/2016 13:26 Andrea

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
11220 public spaces?

The kind of art that brings people
together. Not exactly
performative in nature but
definitely didactic and interactive.
Something that helps us combat
the bystander effect that
sometimes is easy to fall into in
big cities.

11/23/2016 13:26 Sarah

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
11231 public spaces?

Weird, ambitious public art. DOT
is doing a phenomenal job...more
from them!

11/23/2016 13:26 Melissa

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
10306 public spaces?

I want to see activities that
activate public spaces to make
them feel inviting and open to
communities. An example is the
St. George Day festival on Staten
Island. We open up the park
(usually vacant or closed) to art
and community!

11/23/2016 13:26 tamara

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
11220 public spaces?

dance, music
performancesinteractive art
making murals/street art

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
10009 public spaces?

FIrst, there should be more
spaces amenable to public art.
Developers are exploiting, not
really developing, e.g. Essex
Crossing in Manhattan, and
should be required to create
spaces for the arts.

11/23/2016 13:26 Jan

11/23/2016 13:26 Stephen

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
10026 public spaces?

Classical Theatre - for free!

11/26/2016 14:39 mika

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
11211 public spaces?

free music events. art events for
children. contemporary public art
that is engaging, thoughtful and
challenging

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
10031 public spaces?

Temporary public art that
engages the community directly
by asking them to participate in
one way or another.
Collaborations between artists
and city agencies.

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
11222 public spaces?

interactive visual art events.
passersby create a bit of art to
take with them, or add to an
ongoing collaborative work... as
simple and ephemeral as chalk
paint and stencils, or complex and
permanent, like concrete
sculpture/mosaic.

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
11225 public spaces?

Temporary public art projects of
all kinds: collaborative (between
artists, city agencies, public
institutions), decorative,
educational, interactive,
participatory, community-based,
etc. And I'd like to see them off
the touristy paths.

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
11249 public spaces?

The Metro music program is
great, and the MTA's generally lax
attitude towards artists
performers not affiliated with that
program are important. Other
cities like DC lose out by being too
strict. In parks, more
opportunities for interactive art.

11/26/2016 18:23 Sarah Cameron

11/28/2016 12:32 Kristin

11/28/2016 14:39 malin

11/28/2016 19:01 Renee

11/28/2016 19:02 Renee

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
11249 public spaces?

The Metro music program is
great, and the MTA's generally lax
attitude towards artists
performers not affiliated with that
program are important. Other
cities like DC lose out by being too
strict. In parks, more
opportunities for interactive art.

11/29/2016 5:43 Daniel

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
10003 public spaces?

Culture Mashups.

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
11372 public spaces?

More Performing Arts events and
coalitions in addition to
periodically changing public art in
economically underserved areas.

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
11221 public spaces?

A grant focused on work by new
performance artists (theater,
dance, etc); winner goes on tour
of park performances of show,
free to the public (Shakespeare-it-p style).

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
11221 public spaces?

A grant focused on work by new
performance artists (theater,
dance, etc); winner goes on tour
of park performances of show,
free to the public (Shakespeare-it-p style).

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
6511 public spaces?

I want to see interactive, tactile
art that everyone from kids to
adults can enjoy by artists from a
range of backgrounds. I want art
that makes the city more
beautiful. And art that requires
the viewer to interact with it to be
complete.

11/29/2016 21:13 Eric

11/30/2016 18:30 John

11/30/2016 18:31 John

12/2/2016 0:13 Sarah

12/2/2016 15:52

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
public spaces?

<a href="https://twitter.
com/@NYCulture" target="
_blank">@NYCulture</a> more
free programming for youth <a
href="https://twitter.
com/hashtag/createNYC?
src=hash" target="_blank"
>#createNYC</a> 10128

12/3/2016 10:05 Chiquita

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
10452 public spaces?

I love concerts and spoken word
at street fairs and parks! I also
recently participated in some
pop-up participatory writing and
art exhibitions that were very
cool.

12/3/2016 18:06 Jolene

What kind of art or cultural
activities do you want to see in
11219 public spaces?

Free music performances for early
childhood special education
community based organizations
throughout the boroughs

What is your dream for arts and
11215 culture in Brooklyn (NYC)?

that every public housing project
and school should have a long
term resident artist - at least a
year - ideally three - to really build
a new kind of daily creative
practice

What is your dream for arts and
10038 culture in Brooklyn (NYC)?

Opportunities for all visual artists
to exhibit in vast public spaces! (I.
E in alternative spaces like
warehouses, piers, the
waterfront)

12/6/2016 12:06 Sherylynn

What is your dream for arts and
10003 culture in Brooklyn (NYC)?

(Repost) That young people
receive ongoing [high quality] arts
programming and exposure to the
arts throughout their entire
education.

12/6/2016 12:49 Shannon

What is your dream for arts and
11238 culture in Brooklyn (NYC)?

More access to FREE culture.
Cultural institutions can be scary,
add a hefty price tag

12/6/2016 13:03 Alice

What is your dream for arts and
11217 culture in Brooklyn (NYC)?

That artists can earn a living wage
afford to live in NYC

12/5/2016 18:57 simon

12/5/2016 19:20 Kathy

12/6/2016 13:38 Monica

12/6/2016 17:30 Sandra

12/7/2016 22:52 Sabrina

12/7/2016 22:52 Sabrina

12/7/2016 22:52 Sabrina

12/7/2016 22:52 Sabrina

12/8/2016 12:40 Anthony

What is your dream for arts and
10065 culture in Brooklyn (NYC)?

That everyone living in the
borough feels entitled to and a
part of the arts through education
initiatives and more programming
that reflects the nature of the
city.

What is your dream for arts and
11223 culture in Brooklyn (NYC)?

Equity in funding for organizations
run by and for people of color;
valuing through recognition that
small - medium sized
organizations are the primary
transformative agents for underresourced communities.

What is your dream for arts and
10032 culture in Brooklyn (NYC)?

The support of the arts should
include singers and
instrumentalist as well. We need
spaces to perform and practice.

What is your dream for arts and
10032 culture in Brooklyn (NYC)?

The support of the arts should
include singers and
instrumentalist as well. We need
spaces to perform and practice.

What is your dream for arts and
10032 culture in Brooklyn (NYC)?

The support of the arts should
include singers and
instrumentalist as well. We need
spaces to perform and practice.

What is your dream for arts and
10032 culture in Brooklyn (NYC)?

The support of the arts should
include singers and
instrumentalist as well. We need
spaces to perform and practice.

What is your dream for arts and
10012 culture in Brooklyn (NYC)?

Opportunities for artists with
disabilities in NYC to create,
exhibit and/ or perform their
works.

What is your dream for arts and
11236 culture in Brooklyn (NYC)?

Increase public awareness and
promote Caribbean Art forms by
working local w/Caribbean
creators and curators and ensure
that Caribbean-Americans hear
and have their own narrative,
those of their forefathers and the
narrative of their community.

What is your dream for arts and
11237 culture in Brooklyn (NYC)?

Provide monthly exhibitions of
local art in government buildings.
This will support the ideology that
art is necessary, important and
relevant to all.

What is your dream for arts and
11365 culture in Brooklyn (NYC)?

Bring art, music, and celebrations
to the streets outside the white
box. Art and music sourced BY
RESIDENTS.

What is your dream for arts and
11365 culture in Brooklyn (NYC)?

Bring art, music, and celebrations
to the streets outside the white
box. Art and music sourced BY
RESIDENTS.

12/9/2016 17:03 cherry

What is your dream for arts and
11365 culture in Brooklyn (NYC)?

Bring art, music, and celebrations
to the streets outside the white
box. Art and music sourced BY
RESIDENTS.

12/10/2016 8:22 Ahuva

What is your dream for arts and
11202 culture in Brooklyn (NYC)?

To re-establish an Adult ESL

12/10/2016 19:39 Yael

What is your dream for arts and
10040 culture in Brooklyn (NYC)?

A better budget for creating arts
in community, for all ages, from
young children to seniors
residences of the city.

12/13/2016 13:04 jen

What are the important spaces or
places that bring people together The Yiddish Theatre Walk of Fame
in your neighborhood? Are they
on Second Avenue at Tenth Street
10003 accessible to everyone?
is very important!

12/13/2016 16:34 Monica

What are the important spaces or
places that bring people together
in your neighborhood? Are they
11215 accessible to everyone?

12/8/2016 13:59 Maxine

12/9/2016 15:28 D.

12/9/2016 17:03 cherry

12/9/2016 17:03 cherry

Staten Island Makerspace brings
people together around problem
solving through skill building.
They have free events.

12/14/2016 9:02 SAVONA

What are the important spaces or
places that bring people together West Harlem Piers is a beautiful
in your neighborhood? Are they
place where neighbors enjoy the
10030 accessible to everyone?
Hudson River.

12/14/2016 10:21 Cedric

What are the important spaces or
places that bring people together
in your neighborhood? Are they
10452 accessible to everyone?

Harlem Mist, Harlem Arts
Alliance, Donald Byrd Cultural
Foundation. Minton's and many
others in the Harlem Community

12/14/2016 16:37 Dr. Jackie

What are the important spaces or
places that bring people together
in your neighborhood? Are they
11234 accessible to everyone?

Hello, no one ever got back to me
regarding the ever so needed
building of the 1st Youth Depot in
the U.S.

12/14/2016 17:48 Christina

W83 Ministry Center on the
Upper Westside, hosting art and
What are the important spaces or cultural events that bring
places that bring people together together all neighbors from all
in your neighborhood? Are they
backgrounds on the UWS to talk
10024 accessible to everyone?
about art and spirituality

12/15/2016 9:01 Melissa

Every Thing Goes Cafe, Snug
Harbor Cultural Center &amp;
Botanical Garden, Staten Island
Arts/Culture Lounge, St. George
What are the important spaces or Greenmarket, NYP Libraries.
places that bring people together These spaces have varied issues
in your neighborhood? Are they
with accessibility but strive to be
10306 accessible to everyone?
more accessible.

12/15/2016 9:14 Nikomeh

What are the important spaces or
places that bring people together
in your neighborhood? Are they
Jackie Robinson Park/Jackie
10039 accessible to everyone?
Robinson Center

12/15/2016 11:31 Stephen

According to our internal
surveying, the best spaces for
gathering is served by public
transportation. New York Classical
What are the important spaces or Theatre regularly produces Offplaces that bring people together Broadway theatre in 6 public
in your neighborhood? Are they
parks and multiple indoor spaces 10038 accessible to everyone?
all for FREE!

12/15/2016 13:37 Dr. Jackie

12/16/2016 9:45 L.

What are the important spaces or
places that bring people together
in your neighborhood? Are they
11234 accessible to everyone?

Hello, no one ever got back to me
regarding the ever so needed
building of the 1st Youth Depot in
the U.S.

Our community garden is a space
that brings everyone together.
We've had birthdays,
celebrations, film sets, block
What are the important spaces or parties, protests, community
places that bring people together action, a running CSA, and more,
in your neighborhood? Are they
all right there in the heart of our
10031 accessible to everyone?
block. Anyone can go in to relax.

12/16/2016 12:12 Sasha

The National Black Theater,
Studio Museum in Harlem,
Marcus Garvey Park. There should
What are the important spaces or more accessibility for those with
places that bring people together wheelchairs, strollers, physically
in your neighborhood? Are they
impaired. More outreach to the
10026 accessible to everyone?
community.

12/18/2016 10:20 Brad

Performance spaces, should
provide cost free regular access to
their community members. There
can be no such thing as a healthy
What are the important spaces or community without regular arts
places that bring people together and cultural participation. At the
in your neighborhood? Are they
very least monthly...at the very
10003 accessible to everyone?
best daily-weekly.

12/19/2016 13:47 Rachel

In the UWS the museums do a
great job of bringing people
together - AMNH and the N-YHS
are leaders in community
What are the important spaces or engagement. These are accessible
places that bring people together to everyone at least once a week
in your neighborhood? Are they
at a pay what you want admission
10023 accessible to everyone?
fee.

12/20/2016 9:51 Elizabeth

What are the important spaces or
places that bring people together
in your neighborhood? Are they
10458 accessible to everyone?

Community boards
officeMosholu/benches/sitting
areaPlaygroundsSidewalk park
benchesgrocery
stores/supermarket

12/20/2016 9:51 Elizabeth

What are the important spaces or
places that bring people together
in your neighborhood? Are they
10458 accessible to everyone?

Community boards
officeMosholu/benches/sitting
areaPlaygroundsSidewalk park
benchesgrocery
stores/supermarket

12/21/2016 12:03 Mei

Columbus Park is an important
one. It serves as a public space for
our elder residents to convene
and socialize. The W.O.W Project
What are the important spaces or housed at Wing on Wo has also
places that bring people together served as a platform for the
in your neighborhood? Are they
community, but lacks bilingual
10013 accessible to everyone?
access.

12/22/2016 22:31 Kathi

What are the important spaces or
places that bring people together Wave Hill, Van Cortland Park, Fort
in your neighborhood? Are they
Tyron Park, Au Beale Botch Cafe
10471 accessible to everyone?
near Riverdale

12/23/2016 22:47 Rachelle

I would say the parks (mainly
beautiful Claremont Park), New
Settlement Community Center
What are the important spaces or which has classes and a pool with
places that bring people together membership, Latino Pastoral
in your neighborhood? Are they
Action Center and other
10452 accessible to everyone?
Churches, Schools

12/25/2016 7:01 Jolene

What are the important spaces or
places that bring people together
in your neighborhood? Are they
11219 accessible to everyone?
Local library! Local public school

12/28/2016 12:07 Viviana

What are the important spaces or
places that bring people together
in your neighborhood? Are they
10567 accessible to everyone?

Community arts centers through
their offerings and free
performances/events open to all
members of the community.

12/29/2016 19:36 elizabeth

SI cultural venues arent accessible
to residents nor visitors (via SI
What are the important spaces or Ferry and/or bus) due to the lack
places that bring people together of mass transit. If you intent to
in your neighborhood? Are they
have an important place you need
10304 accessible to everyone?
to provide public transportation.

12/30/2016 12:28 Sherry

Barnes and Noble on Richmond
Ave, Staten Island. They offer
meetings of authors discussing
What are the important spaces or their books and book signing,
places that bring people together instructions on learning how to
in your neighborhood? Are they
use the E reader Nook, Educators
10303 accessible to everyone?
week, children events, STEAM etc.

1/3/2017 11:29 barbara

The public library in our
community, Cortelyou Branch in
Ditmas Park, Brooklyn is a truly
democratic space for a crossWhat are the important spaces or section of the neighborhood. How
places that bring people together might performing arts that reflect
in your neighborhood? Are they
the community's diverse cultures
11226 accessible to everyone?
be incorporated?

1/3/2017 17:28 april

DanceSport NYC at 22 West 34th
4th fl! There is a cute little bar
What are the important spaces or inside where (LOCALS ONLY!)
places that bring people together gather, networking happens, and
in your neighborhood? Are they
people take group classes (like
10001 accessible to everyone?
Salsa

1/4/2017 12:01 Rosalind

How do you find out about NYC
10003 arts & cultural events?

I visit many large institutions
using my IDNYC membership so
I'd love to see more
collaborations between
community art groups and large
institutions. This would help
introduce me to the programming
of smaller orgs in my community.

1/4/2017 22:01

<a href="https://twitter.
com/@NYCulture" target="
_blank">@NYCulture</a> <a
href="https://twitter.
com/@LMCC" target="_blank"
>@LMCC</a> people ask us <a
href="https://twitter.
com/@circa95" target="_blank"
>@circa95</a> &#x1f609; <a
href="https://twitter.
com/hashtag/CreateNYC?
src=hash" target="_blank"
>#CreateNYC</a> 10032 <a href="
https://twitter.
com/hashtag/uptown?src=hash"
target="_blank">#uptown</a>

1/5/2017 14:54 Rachelle

How do you find out about NYC
10452 arts & cultural events?

KidPass, Sawyer, &amp; Kidz
Central Station Emails or Web:
Mommy Poppins, Time Out, Red
Tricycle, NY Metro Parents, NY
Family, Mommybites, &amp;
Mommy Nearest Books (e.g City
Baby) Parents League Mommy
Bloggers - Social Mayor &amp;
Borough Pres Social Media

1/5/2017 19:17 Richard

How do you find out about NYC
10011 arts & cultural events?

NYC ARTS programming on PBS
stations. NY Times (subscriber)
Online interviews announcements
ads. emails from arts
organizations, Direct mail from
arts organizations and tix I have
purchased.

1/6/2017 10:49 Marco

How do you find out about NYC
11373 arts & cultural events?

Facebook Time Out NY

1/9/2017 17:07 esther

How do you find out about NYC
11365 arts & cultural events?

Facebook and Time Out NY, NY
Times, NY magazine including
their websites

How do you find out about NYC
11211 arts & cultural events?

Friends, Facebook, nonsensenyc
list. For tech I follow Gary's Guide.
Will the results of this be posted?
I am curious to know.

1/9/2017 17:08 Mike

1/9/2017 17:09 Sarah

1/9/2017 17:51 Joey

1/10/2017 15:57 Tamara

10301-1432

How do you find out about NYC
10019 arts & cultural events?

The Internet, and Time Out New
York magazine :)

How do you find out about NYC
11216 arts & cultural events?

Twitter; Facebook; theater
websites such as Playbill.com; and
e-mails. Ads have less impact than
some kind of early-bird discount.
Recs on social media also very
important.

How can arts & culture grow in
#StatenIsland?

There is an enormous need for
safe, well equipped affordable
performance spaces of different
sizes. This need for space is dire.
Political awareness

1/10/2017 21:01 Keith

How can arts & culture grow in
10304 #StatenIsland?

By utilizing our inherent way and
stop masking it with foreign ideals

1/10/2017 22:38 Michael

How can arts & culture grow in
10302 #StatenIsland?

I've always enjoyed outdoor
summer movies!

How can arts & culture grow in
10301 #StatenIsland?

Designated cultural community
centers (could be new
investments or existing
buildings/resources, like libraries
or schools) in each of its 63
neighborhoods where artists,
families, and residents can
participate in free or low-cost arts
activities.

How can arts & culture grow in
10301 #StatenIsland?

Designated cultural community
centers (could be new
investments or existing
buildings/resources, like libraries
or schools) in each of its 63
neighborhoods where artists,
families, and residents can
participate in free or low-cost arts
activities.

1/12/2017 12:37 Monica

1/12/2017 12:37 Monica

How can arts & culture grow in
10314 #StatenIsland?

Arts and culture can grow in
Staten Island if businesses, both
local and national chains, take a
bigger interest in promoting our
local artist led events. Also, at the
educational level increased arts
programming should be a priority.

1/12/2017 17:21 elaine

How can arts & culture grow in
10314 #StatenIsland?

Arts and culture can grow in
Staten Island if businesses, both
local and national chains, take a
bigger interest in promoting our
local artist led events. Also, at the
educational level increased arts
programming should be a priority.

1/20/2017 13:27 Sally

What kind of school or afterschool art programs are the most
beneficial for your students/child
(ren)? What would you change or
10016 add?

Look at LifeLines in Sunset Park
for a fabulous example. Art
transforms lives. It has to be a
priority.

1/21/2017 14:18 donna

We needn to teach childrenn how
to learn, and play instruments. In
many schools throughout the city,
What kind of school or afterschools have a relationship with
school art programs are the most the music programs at the MET,
beneficial for your students/child or other groups. The Bennington
(ren)? What would you change or school in the Bronx provides band
10469 add?
for the students

1/12/2017 17:20 elaine

1/23/2017 16:24 Brennan

1/23/2017 17:09 Sally

What would make you feel most
supported as an artist, writer,
10462 performer in NYC?

Guaranteed affordable housing in
and/or near cultural centers and
vibrant neighborhoods. As well as
accessibility to resources and
opportunities by the city and for
the city.

What would make you feel most
supported as an artist, writer,
10031 performer in NYC?

Support more of my poetry
programs for people who are
institutionalized (shelters),
marginalized or disenfranchised
(poor, mostly Black, Hispanic)
adults and children.sallydejesus.
com (see events/press

What would make you feel most
supported as an artist, writer,
11206 performer in NYC?

A public arts broadcasting
network! Art must be as visible
and as accessible as possible!

What would make you feel most
supported as an artist, writer,
10009 performer in NYC?

Access to indoor public space
where we can work at all hours.
Most creative people because of
work and/or children can work on
their projects after dinner. Allow
us to sign up for groups that get
access to classrooms and libraries
after hours.

1/25/2017 10:32 Felicia

What would make you feel most
supported as an artist, writer,
11692 performer in NYC?

Performance space, state of the
art,

1/26/2017 9:08 Kristin

What would make you feel most
supported as an artist, writer,
10034 performer in NYC?

direct and generous artist grants

What would make you feel most
supported as an artist, writer,
7302 performer in NYC?

subsidized work and performance
spaces for emerging artists. free
health insurance. more grants
that consider covering salaries for
artists.

1/26/2017 14:51 NINA

What would make you feel most
supported as an artist, writer,
10025 performer in NYC?

Affordable studio space, a union
for nonprofit arts administrators,
scholarship support for graduate
arts management programs, a
larger share of the DCLA budget
rather than a smaller portion after
the CIGs are funded.

1/26/2017 17:00 Pauline

What would make you feel most
supported as an artist, writer,
10314 performer in NYC?

the ability to earn a living as an
artist without working several
other jobs to make ends meet. a
way to get healthcare.

1/29/2017 15:54 Eleanor

What would make you feel most
supported as an artist, writer,
11435 performer in NYC?

As a published writer I would like
more opportunities to publish and
read my work to interested
people.

1/23/2017 22:49 Elinor

1/25/2017 9:28 Olympia

1/26/2017 10:20 Maria

2/1/2017 11:11 Barbara

How do you define equity and
11223 equal access in arts and culture?

A purposeful removal of barriers physical, social, intellectual,
emotional, attitudinal, and
financial - so that all might
participate in and benefit from
the cultural community.

2/6/2017 12:54 Deneen

Imagine you have control of New
York City’s entire arts and culture
budget. What program or project
11233 would YOU fund?

Citywide and Borough-wide youth
arts festivals featuring fine &amp;
performing arts from young
people around the city.

2/7/2017 16:20 Brennan

Where might increased arts and
culture programs benefit your
10462 neighborhood?

I believe an increase in arts and
culture programs would benefit
my neighborhood along the major
thoroughfares or corridors with
the greatest access to
transportation. Similarly, parks or
open spaces that also function as
gathering spaces are ideal.

2/7/2017 16:24 Michael

Where might increased arts and
culture programs benefit your
10002 neighborhood?

Inside local parks

Where might increased arts and
culture programs benefit your
11225 neighborhood?

public transportation networks
and local parks are great venues
for public art. But local artists
must receive fair payment for
their work.

2/14/2017 16:18 Grace

Describe your neighborhood's
10033 cultural identity in 5 words.

Latino, bodega, stoop, music,
barbershops

2/16/2017 16:03 Anvi

Describe your neighborhood's
11238 cultural identity in 5 words.

Bodega, Local Bars, Interesting
people, charming brownstone,
great pizza

2/20/2017 12:17 Pat Weber

Describe your neighborhood's
11231 cultural identity in 5 words.

Historic waterfront neighborhood,
active arts community, diverse
population, blossoming food
scene, unique shops

2/21/2017 16:23 Gideon

Describe your neighborhood's
10457 cultural identity in 5 words.

Belmont's Bodacious Beautiful
Botanical Garden

2/22/2017 13:38 Carol

Describe your neighborhood's
11385 cultural identity in 5 words.

Diverse, friendly, open,
neighborly, and fun.

2/8/2017 16:49 Christopher

Describe your neighborhood's
10034 cultural identity in 5 words.

Dominican pero nuevas culturas
entrando

3/1/2017 10:54 Rachelle

Imagine you have control of New
York CityÕs entire arts and culture
budget. What program or project
10452 would YOU fund?

More family programs in
museums/institutions so that kids
can get exposed to arts much
sooner without paying for
expensive art classes.

3/1/2017 16:10 kimberly

Imagine you have control of New
York CityÕs entire arts and culture
budget. What program or project
10457 would YOU fund?
law day 2017

3/2/2017 16:00 Mitzi

Imagine you have control of New
York CityÕs entire arts and culture
budget. What program or project
11374 would YOU fund?

IMPROVE THOSE STREET FAIRS.
Include more than the standard
sausage and lemonade stands
(which I love) More cultural
markets at cultural institutions!!!

3/3/2017 11:58 Nico

Imagine you have control of New
York CityÕs entire arts and culture
budget. What program or project
11207 would YOU fund?

I would create a zone of
subsidized artist housing so
instead of spotty residencies long
term arts could have a safe zone
to Foster creative ideas in

3/3/2017 11:58 Nico

Imagine you have control of New
York CityÕs entire arts and culture
budget. What program or project
11207 would YOU fund?

I would create a zone of
subsidized artist housing so
instead of spotty residencies long
term arts could have a safe zone
to Foster creative ideas in

3/5/2017 10:41 jen

I would fund 25 concerts, with
extensive marketing, featuring
exclusively local musicians doing
their own "emerging" projects. I
Imagine you have control of New would extend the boundaries
York CityÕs entire arts and culture beyond classical/jazz/world to
budget. What program or project include improv, experimental, and
11238 would YOU fund?
electronics.

3/6/2017 14:03 Jeannine

What new or expanded cultural
program would you like to see
included in your neighborhood
10012 and how?

2/25/2017 20:07 Luz

Id like to see more free arts
performances, possibly teasers for
paid performances.

3/6/2017 14:26 Rachel

What new or expanded cultural
program would you like to see
included in your neighborhood
7302 and how?

The Artist Co-op a coworking
space for performing artists

3/10/2017 12:41 Lilaia

What new or expanded cultural
program would you like to see
included in your neighborhood
10036 and how?

Funding for arts organizations to
create paid part-time Arts
Ambassador positions for
individuals on the autism
spectrum.

3/12/2017 21:11 Annie

What new or expanded cultural
program would you like to see
included in your neighborhood
11423 and how?

Teaching kids how to code.

3/12/2017 21:11 Annie

What new or expanded cultural
program would you like to see
included in your neighborhood
11423 and how?

Teaching kids how to code.

What new or expanded cultural
program would you like to see
included in your neighborhood
11377 and how?

I'd like to see the creation of a
performing arts venue in my area
dedicated to promoting and
preserving the dynamic arts (such
as music, poetry, and drama) of
the incredibly diverse cultures the
area encompasses.

3/13/2017 0:11 Philip

3/13/2017 12:21 Jorge

What one thing would you change
to make you more likely to
I would lower costs for certain
10003 participate in cultural activies?
events.

3/14/2017 13:12 Pamela

Change the communication
What one thing would you change strategy to be more integrated to
to make you more likely to
get the word out about events in
10475 participate in cultural activies?
NYC

3/14/2017 13:50 Melissa

How we find out about upcoming
cultural options. Make email
What one thing would you change subscriptions available to one
to make you more likely to
data base that holds NYC cultural
11357 participate in cultural activies?
info.

3/15/2017 11:28 Chelsea

If they are free and open to the
public. If there are vendors to
What one thing would you change support local businesses where I
to make you more likely to
can buy locally made food and
11213 participate in cultural activies?
products

3/15/2017 11:31 Ed

What one thing would you change For me it would be to participate
to make you more likely to
more. Have q&amp;a's to voice
11106 participate in cultural activies?
opions

3/15/2017 18:51 Annie

My kids are from ages 14-17 so
any artwork events in their age
What one thing would you change group AND close to our home in
to make you more likely to
Hollis, Queens will make us attend
11423 participate in cultural activies?
these events more. Thank you.

3/15/2017 18:51 Annie

My kids are from ages 14-17 so
any artwork events in their age
What one thing would you change group AND close to our home in
to make you more likely to
Hollis, Queens will make us attend
11423 participate in cultural activies?
these events more. Thank you.

3/21/2017 13:15 donny

What would make you feel most
11205 supported as an artist in NYC?

Prevent Criminalization of
Community Driven Spaces

3/21/2017 13:17 Donny

What would make you feel most
11205 supported as an artist in NYC?

Access to Financial &amp;
Administrative Support for DIY
artist spaces

3/21/2017 13:18 Donny

What would make you feel most
11205 supported as an artist in NYC?

Promote Affordability for DIY
artist spaces

3/21/2017 21:22 Eve

What would make you feel most
11238 supported as an artist in NYC?

A sense of long term security in
either income or housing.

What would make you feel most
11222 supported as an artist in NYC?

Reduce the property taxes on
landlords so they can in turn,
charge less rent. The rents are the
hardest aspect of living and
working here. Stop upping the tax
rates on "artistic" neighborhood
properties.

3/22/2017 15:56 Nancy

What would make you feel most
10012 supported as an artist in NYC?

Enable artists and non profit arts
organizations to own property so
they wont be pushed out if
neighborhoods change

3/23/2017 22:08 Monique

What would make you feel most
10128 supported as an artist in NYC?

More gallery space to exhibit
artworks.

3/21/2017 21:57 Kelley

3/26/2017 18:19 Donald

What would make you feel most
10451 supported as an artist in NYC?

3/27/2017 16:59 Courtney

I keep a detailed budget on my
phone and make projections
about costs that I expect in the
months ahead. I always prioritize
sending some money over to
As an artist, what kind of financial savings (even if it's 5) because
strategies help you sustain your
that is what comes in handy when
10009 current practice?
the unexpected expenses arise.

3/28/2017 14:27 Jacqueline

I strive to work with and
financially support other artists in
my community, hiring young
production crews for film,
As an artist, what kind of financial photography and editing, young
strategies help you sustain your
stylists for photo shoots and
10007 current practice?
independent make-up artists.

3/28/2017 14:27 Jacqueline

I strive to work with and
financially support other artists in
my community, hiring young
production crews for film,
As an artist, what kind of financial photography and editing, young
strategies help you sustain your
stylists for photo shoots and
10007 current practice?
independent make-up artists.

4/3/2017 19:34 Justin

4/5/2017 12:30 JESSICA

Free entrance to all museums,
affordable housing

What is your dream for arts and
11221 culture in NYC?

For artists to be able to maintain
rent and also foster a healthy
network of patrons through a
community studio space that is
connected with galleries,
museums, the professional
community. To offer many
opportunities to artists and art
organizations.

What is your dream for arts and
11221 culture in NYC?

incorporates more education in
understanding including
architecture and preservation and
it is easily accessible for all

What is your dream for arts and
11222 culture in NYC?

Free instruments and lessons for
kids. Free documentary
filmmaking and stop-motion
animation classes. Every art
museum is free. Make it truly
available to all. Support social
justice panels and culture weeks
(Polish heritage week, Taiwanese
week,etc)

4/6/2017 1:29 Ling

What is your dream for arts and
11222 culture in NYC?

Free instruments and lessons for
kids. Free documentary
filmmaking and stop-motion
animation classes. Every art
museum is free. Make it truly
available to all. Support social
justice panels and culture weeks
(Polish heritage week, Taiwanese
week,etc)

4/6/2017 8:02 Keith

What is your dream for arts and
11215 culture in NYC?

Sustained funding for institutions
so they can plan and extend their
reach.

What is your dream for arts and
10039 culture in NYC?

If NYC is not properly promoting
the arts, culture attractions that
can't afford to pay membership
how can we make sure this quasi
agency that promotes New York
helps promote the fab places who
have no budget.

What is your dream for arts and
10039 culture in NYC?

If NYC is not properly promoting
the arts, culture attractions that
can't afford to pay membership
how can we make sure this quasi
agency that promotes New York
helps promote the fab places who
have no budget.

4/6/2017 1:28 Ling

4/6/2017 22:32 Wendy

4/6/2017 22:32 Wendy

What is your dream for arts and
10039 culture in NYC?

If NYC is not properly promoting
the arts, culture attractions that
can't afford to pay membership
how can we make sure this quasi
agency that promotes New York
helps promote the fab places who
have no budget.

What is your dream for arts and
10034 culture in NYC?

That the empathic ability to walk
in anothers shoes shows itself as
inextricable in Business (and its
deal-makers) and Government
(and its policy-makers) as it does
in Art (and its art-makers).

What is your dream for arts and
11205 culture in NYC?

That New York City be a place
where it is affordable to be an
artist. That the students of NYC all
have the opportunity to
experience the ups and downs of
working through the creative
process.

4/26/2017 13:15 Alvina

What are the important spaces or
places that bring people together
in your neighborhood? Are they
11223 accessible to everyone?

Libraries! They're relatively
accessible. There are many empty
lots in the area that can be turned
into local gardens or dog parks
too.

4/27/2017 13:32 Darcel

The East River Park Amphitheater
on the Lower East Side: Our
organization, LES Creative People
In Action, annually presents an
What are the important spaces or free, music concert with talent
places that bring people together from, and beyond the community,
in your neighborhood? Are they
for the people of the community.
10002 accessible to everyone?
D. Kennedy, pres. LESCPIA

4/6/2017 22:33 Wendy

4/7/2017 10:49 Karron

4/7/2017 17:55 Kira

How do arts and culture benefit
the lives of family or community
10002 members?

Arts is humanity at its best, the
embodiment of freedom, joy, and
expression.

5/11/2017 10:49 Pollyanna

Describe your neighborhood's
11238 cultural identity in 5 words.

Friendly, Neighborly, Genuine,
Compassionate, Dogs!

5/11/2017 10:58 Pamela

Describe your neighborhood's
11375 cultural identity in 5 words.

a suburb in the city

5/4/2017 23:52 Genji

Describe your neighborhood's
10308 cultural identity in 5 words.

5/11/2017 21:51 Ashley

5/15/2017 15:35 Carolyn

5/15/2017 16:22 Benjamin

5/15/2017 23:20 Victoria

5/15/2017 23:22 Victoria

5/16/2017 0:15 Annabelle

5/16/2017 0:15 Annabelle

5/16/2017 9:36 Ronald

5/16/2017 11:00 Marialena

10009-5220

Do you want to add anything?

Italian, family oriented,
homogeneous, sparse.
Please post the draft plan so that
it can be viewed. It is 3:30pm on
May 15 and still not up on the
website.

11231 Do you want to add anything?

Is there a way to download all the
recommendations at once to
review them as a group?

11375 Do you want to add anything?

Financial transparency,
accountability, board modelling
exemplary fiduciary duty, ban ALL
insider deals

11375 Do you want to add anything?

Limit ratio of exec raises to
rank&amp;file raises &amp; to
same % raise for program services

11423 Do you want to add anything?

Start an after school enrichment
program in libraries for K-12 to
learn to make iOS apps for
iPhones and iPads.

11423 Do you want to add anything?

Start an after school enrichment
program in libraries for K-12 to
learn to make iOS apps for
iPhones and iPads.

11021 Do you want to add anything?

Encourage New Yorkers to have
more meaningful conversations in
public spaces such as parks and
POPS, as we have been doing
through our pro bono voluntary
organization, Conversations New
York (www.
conversationsnewyork.com).

11373 Do you want to add anything?

Missing is historic preservation for
both architecturally, historically,
socially and culturally important
places and structures. These
places are what our identity as a
city is. These places can bring art,
history and culture to life.

5/16/2017 12:50 Rose

5/17/2017 11:15 Nicholai

5/17/2017 12:17 Randi

5/17/2017 22:24 Elizabeth

5/18/2017 13:55 Christopher

5/19/2017 11:02 Elsbeth

10036-1308

11421 Do you want to add anything?

I think there needs to be some
differentiation or definition of
"cultural institution." It seemed to
be interchangeable in the survey.
Plus, the artists needs are
different from organizations. Who
are we really addressing here?
Who is the priority?

10019 Do you want to add anything?

It's imperative that you
disaggregate data about
Asian/Pacific Islander-American
communities, because there are
enormous socioeconomic
differences between them. The
many levels of inequality among
API-Americans is staggering.

11105 Do you want to add anything?

More direct funding for small
organizations with limited budget.
Revamping of the application
process so truly under funded
organizations have a chance at
funding.

10454 Do you want to add anything?

Prioritize building and
strengthening networks of arts
organizations, artists, and other
cultural stakeholders. Incentivize
the success of these networks.

Do you want to add anything?

The City must use its considerable
financial leverage to ensure that
artists can make a living in NYC.
Require publicly supported orgs.

11225 Do you want to add anything?

Science is rightly included in many
of the proposal headings, as
science, environmental, and
history programming/education
are key cultural assets, but these
areas are missing from the
specific (numbered) proposals,
which focus narrowly on art.

5/23/2017 9:57 Heather

5/23/2017 9:58 Heather

5/23/2017 11:50 K

5/23/2017 12:27 Anne Marie

5/23/2017 16:28 J. Montana

5/23/2017 17:35 Zola

11225 Do you want to add anything?

Overall, in my opinion, the most
important issues are arts
education in the schools and
affordability for artists and
communities.

11225 Do you want to add anything?

Overall, in my opinion, the most
important issues are arts
education in the schools and
affordability for artists and
communities.

11373 Do you want to add anything?

Preserve the historical value of
Elmhurst and surrounding areas in
Queens. Elmhurst and Queens are
rich in culture currently and
bygone eras. The historical homes
and institutions must be
preserved!

10306 Do you want to add anything?

More capital funding and grants
need to allocated to cultural
institutions and living artists in
Staten Island! Staten Island seems
to be the forgotten borough
again.

10304 Do you want to add anything?

We definitely need more creative
art programs in school. I believe
bringing in working artist to teach
would be helpful. In addition
Staten Island artist need more
recognition.

10468 Do you want to add anything?

Can black people get FUNDED
FOR ONCE PLEASE. OUR
NEIGHBORHOODS HAVE
NOTHING CULTURALLY
REWARDING WHATSOEVER, not
even 1 gallary nor events and
thats just an injustice that we are
ignored. We have the ideas and
just begging to be given a chance,
thanx

5/24/2017 0:32 leona

5/24/2017 8:26 Anne

5/24/2017 8:34 Audra
5/24/2017 13:42 x

5/24/2017 14:43 Juan

5/24/2017 17:38 Caroline

5/24/2017 20:20 Francesca

11101 Do you want to add anything?

These polls are not accessible to
blind &amp; visually impaired
people using Internet Explorer or
Safari with common
screenreaders Jaws &amp;
VoiceOver: example of how blind
&amp; visually impaired people
struggle to have a voice. We are
artists &amp; writers too!

1462 Do you want to add anything?

As an emerging artist - great post
- how about you have a "library"
for art supplies - set up in a public
place like a library - get sponsors fill it with artist materials) - could
be borrowed on-site - so artists
could learn and experiment

11365 Do you want to add anything?

Preserve the historical homes of
Queens, which are being torn
down and replaced by
McMansions (boo!).

10017 Do you want to add anything?

What is missing is that NYC

11373 Do you want to add anything?

NYC deserves strong historical
preservation in neighborhoods
like Elmhurst, Queens. This plan
lacks the critical need to include
awareness, education and
meaningful engagement of NYers
with our city's rich cultural history
and architecture.

11968 Do you want to add anything?

Many of the poll options seem to
involve creating new DCLA
services or programs. I think it
would be more effective to pass
more money directly to grantees.

11357 Do you want to add anything?

"Neighborhood Character" should
also include, to maintain and
engage the history of
neighborhoods and historic
preservation to retain
neighborhood character and
history.

5/25/2017 12:32 Anthony

5/25/2017 12:42 Maddalena

5/25/2017 23:51 Xenia

5/25/2017 23:59 Xenia

5/26/2017 0:06 Xenia

5/26/2017 0:14 Xenia

5/26/2017 0:24 Xenia

11379 Do you want to add anything?

Surprisingly under "Neighborhood
Character" it doesn't include to
maintain, engage and educate the
history of neighborhoods and
promote historic preservation to
retain neighborhood character

11373 Do you want to add anything?

Lacking historic preservation that
will help retain and teach about
NYC history, neighborhood
character

11377 Do you want to add anything?

I'm inspired by Naturally
Occurring Creative Districts. As a
civil servant PoC with a BFA,
would be great to do a similar
exercise with city agencies to
recognize under utilized natural
allies to help amplify arts

11377 Do you want to add anything?

It was exciting to see arts and
private development in the
survey. I believe the City of
Calgary incorporates %Art in their
planning... if developers
incorporate public art they get
extra square footage.

11377 Do you want to add anything?

We have a concentration of top
Art and Design Colleges in NYC
but strangely enough they are
also amongst the most expensive
schools in the USA. A real access
issue which saddens me greatly.

11377 Do you want to add anything?

Americans for the Arts, Public Art
Network has regional chapters.
Surprisingly with the wealth of
private, public, non-profits and
individuals, NYC public arts has
not formed a group.

11377 Do you want to add anything?

%Art - there is an opportunity to
update the outdated
implementation guidelines with
the new changes with the local
laws.

11377 Do you want to add anything?

%Art updated local laws - To
cultivate the city's public art
applicant pools, require DDC to
post opportunities, active and
completed projects on its website
and provide resources for artists
to learn and apply for
commissions.

11377 Do you want to add anything?

I'm a civil servant with an arts
degree and am sensitive to the
city's conflict of interest policies. I
have pretty much stopped
practicing art in NYC to reduce
any appearance of COI.

11377 Do you want to add anything?

Equity and Arts admin
professional development
(personal story) I am a first
generation fil-am, native new
yorker, Queens resident public art
middle manager. I have not been
promoted for 12 years... all my
managers above me are
caucasian.

10038 Do you want to add anything?

The marine character and history
of the South Street Seaport and
its wonderful museum must be
preserved! Tall ships, YES!

5/26/2017 11:12 Janet

10301 Do you want to add anything?

South Street Seaport should be
preserved and restored as a living
embodiment of New York's
maritime cultural heritage.

5/26/2017 11:23 Michael

10009 Do you want to add anything?

South Street Seaport Museum

10163 Do you want to add anything?

Manhattan's waterfront and the
South Street Seaport are intrinsic
parts of New York's history,
cultural life and vitality.

5/26/2017 0:32 Xenia

5/26/2017 1:12 Xenia

5/26/2017 1:16 Xenia

5/26/2017 9:21 Diane Harris

5/26/2017 11:25 K

5/26/2017 12:47 Guy

5/26/2017 15:15 Brittany

5/26/2017 22:38 Mary Ann

5/27/2017 16:05 Beth

5/29/2017 14:04 Evelyn

5/30/2017 14:56 Wendy

11215 Do you want to add anything?

Create a legal definition of
'cultural districts' that actually
defends cultural institutions from
being displaced, e.g. zoning,
property tax, or other protections

10024 Do you want to add anything?

The South Street Seaport is one of
the most special places in the city.
The history and culture should be
preserved.

11201 Do you want to add anything?

I have been going to the South
Street Seaport Museum for many
years. I believe that historical
places should be valued and
saved. The sea is an integral part
of NYCs history and should be
preserved.

10065 Do you want to add anything?

South Street Seaport Museum
embodies the spirit of our
forefathers - freedom,
independence, commerce,
equality - spirit that built our city,
state, and country. It must be
preserved!

11354 Do you want to add anything?

The Corona East Elmhurst Historic
Preservation Society looks
forward to Create NYC identifying,
embracing and assisting ours and
like societies in preserving,
promoting and protecting the rich
foundational cultures with all
community residents.

10002 Do you want to add anything?

Green Culture is left out, but is
critical to our daily life and future.
We need to support citizen
designers and create green
culture spaces to increase
resiliency!

5/30/2017 15:08 Bruce

5/30/2017 20:46 Mary

5/30/2017 23:11 David

5/30/2017 23:11 David

5/31/2017 9:14 Katherine

11375 Do you want to add anything?

Queens Top Concern -- "Promote
diversity and collaboration
through are and culture" -- What
We Heard says little about
collaboration, and about the
benefits that occur when diverse
groups work towards a common
purpose.

10035 Do you want to add anything?

NYC must use its considerable
financial leverage to make sure
that artists can make a living here.
The city should require publicly
supported organizations and
venues to pay fair wages to
performers.

10025 Do you want to add anything?

Preserve the South Street Seaport
Historic District: the ships on the
waterfront, the Museum, and
those fabled streets that take us
all into another time. I don't think
there is another traditional
maritime center that is so much a
part of its city

10025 Do you want to add anything?

Preserve the South Street Seaport
Historic District: the ships on the
waterfront, the Museum, and
those fabled streets that take us
all into another time. I don't think
there is another traditional
maritime center that is so much a
part of its city

11412 Do you want to add anything?

Create NYC is in unique position
to insure that leadership
(including boards) understand,
represent and practice
inclusion/equity. It should be an
agreement signed any partnership
arrangements. Institutional
diversity should reflect City
diversity.

5/31/2017 10:50 Jae

5/31/2017 13:20 Andrea

5/31/2017 13:52 Joanna

5/31/2017 14:12 Richard

5/31/2017 17:18 Danielle

5/31/2017 17:18 Danielle

10012 Do you want to add anything?

Explore potential to merge efforts
among affordable housing
advocates, affordable commercial
real estate for artists advocates,
small businesses and historic
preservation advocates.

11206 Do you want to add anything?

Require W.A.G.E. certification for
DCA funding recipients and work
with non-profits to develop
realistic dollar-to-outcome goal
guidelines for philanthropic
organizations and individuals.
Increase long-term support of
locally integrated cultural orgs

10022 Do you want to add anything?

DCLA should launch an ongoing
public engagement process with
the final draft of the plan.
Community feedback on
advancement towards identified
recommendations, initiatives, and
priorities could be incorporated
into required biennial progress
reports.

10019 Do you want to add anything?

NY institutions must lead on
educating the public on climate
change, including their influential
boards. This should be a condition
required by NYCultural Affairs,
because the institutions
themselves depend on the
continued viability of the city.

10454 Do you want to add anything?

In the Bronx, assess cultural
assets: find a commonality of
purpose

10454 Do you want to add anything?

revive something like CETA; tie
the arts to workforce
development

5/31/2017 17:34 Xenia

5/31/2017 18:18 Monxo

5/31/2017 18:20 Aisha

5/31/2017 18:45 alida

5/31/2017 22:18 Rachel

5/31/2017 22:47 Michael

5/31/2017 22:47 Michael

11377 Do you want to add anything?

Decentralize the percent for art
program. Perhaps similar to PAIR,
empower city agencies to start art
programs and consider creative
responses to their particular
mission statements.

10454 Do you want to add anything?

Community Land Trust are THE
central piece of the puzzle for
equity in arts&amp;culture in NYC

11221 Do you want to add anything?

Push schools to do artist
residencies that focus on
apprenticeship as a form of Art
Ed. If Coltrane was alive you
would NOT have him teach
students to play scales. Youth
miss out when residencies focus
on basic skills instead of artistic
exploration.

10029 Do you want to add anything?

Re artists, issue is affordable
live/work, patronage, exhibit at
less than40-60%, arts edu &amp;
scholar/internships

11238 Do you want to add anything?

This method of gaining public
input is inadequate. To leave only
250 characters for individuals-artists--to express themselves,
and the arbitrary assignment of /s is a profoundly limited way to
express opinions.

10016 Do you want to add anything?

The South Street Seaport Historic
District and the South Street
Seaport Museum are treasures
from the past which must be
funded, protected and supported
as a NYC priority

10016 Do you want to add anything?

The South Street Seaport Historic
District and the South Street
Seaport Museum are treasures
from the past which must be
funded, protected and supported
as a NYC priority

5/31/2017 22:47 Michael

5/31/2017 22:47 Michael

5/31/2017 22:47 Michael

5/31/2017 22:58 Carey

6/1/2017 13:27 Margaret

10016 Do you want to add anything?

The South Street Seaport Historic
District and the South Street
Seaport Museum are treasures
from the past which must be
funded, protected and supported
as a NYC priority

10016 Do you want to add anything?

The South Street Seaport Historic
District and the South Street
Seaport Museum are treasures
from the past which must be
funded, protected and supported
as a NYC priority

10016 Do you want to add anything?

The South Street Seaport Historic
District and the South Street
Seaport Museum are treasures
from the past which must be
funded, protected and supported
as a NYC priority

10454 Do you want to add anything?

Grass roots arts scenes, their
artists and culture workers, do
not need capacity building. Their
skills are in place and they are
doing the most effective work on
the planet in making our world
more just and beautiful. They just
need more funding!

Do you want to add anything to
11372 the plan proposals?

The relevant city agency must be
responsible for providing
restrooms

